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Biography[ edit ] Doctor Destiny was once a petty criminal scientist who used his genius to create astounding
devices for crime. He first encountered the Justice League of America shortly after he invented an anti-gravity
device and will-deadener beam that allowed him to capture Green Lantern by luring him into his base using
anti-gravity discs to fly over the city as Green Lantern, impersonate him, and infiltrate the JLA. Before Doctor
Destiny could further his criminal ends, however, the Leaguers discovered his treachery as Green Arrow had
heard a member had been captured and was being impersonated from an underworld informant. The League
was captured by his will-deadening beam, that also had kryptonite as an element. Destiny then revealed he
planned to send his ship into space, thus getting rid of the JLA. However, when drawing the JLA upwards, the
station suffered a brief power drain, lessening the effects of the will-deadener. Green Lantern was able to free
himself during the drain, and promptly imprisoned Destiny and his two henchmen. Morpheus[ edit ] He then
created the "Materioptikon", a device which allowed him to create reality from the fabric of dreams. He
manipulated the Dreamstone, forcing flaws and adding circuitry, until it was attuned to him and not the Dream
King. Morpheus was imprisoned by Alex Burgess at the time, unaware of what Doctor Destiny was doing and
unable to stop or prevent it. They hypnotized him and manipulated his psyche to prevent him from dreaming ;
this kept him from using the Materioptikon for criminal purposes but caused him to lose his mind and shrivel
to a skeletal wreck of a man. He was then sent to Arkham Asylum , where his sanity eroded further. Doctor
Destiny makes his way to a hour diner and proceeds to torture the patrons in numerous sadistic ways including
making some of them have sexual intercourse against their will over the span of 24 hours, before having them
kill each other. The destruction of the Dreamstone returned all of its power back to Dream, including power
the Lord of Dreams had been without for millennia. Morpheus then returned Doctor Destiny to Arkham and
returned his ability to dream or at least sleep. Doctor Destiny later learned that continued use of the
Materioptikon meant he still had some dream manipulation powers even without the Dreamstone. He was
defeated when the comatose Blue Beetle was able to enter the dream world. Later, Doctor Destiny threatened
the JLA once again by bringing his "dream self" into the real world and attacking them with bizarre and
irrational dream-logic, "haunting" scenes of his old crimes as well as Atlantis the ocean signifying a spiritual
centre in dreams. All of these schemes revolved around the creative and liberal use of the Materioptikon, a
strategy which often caught his opponents off-guard. One can assume that Doctor Destiny is still interested in
attaining all of his former goals: The one with no face! He finally appeared in Justice Society of America Vol.
Starman begs Destiny to let Dream Girl go, and awakens her from her trance by using the "wake-up" word.
When she awakens, Dream Girl tells Destiny that she foresaw his death, being killed in his sleep by the owner
of the Dreamstone before she knocks him out. Superman and Batman, who had somehow managed to escape
being fused together, stopped Destiny by freeing the combined form of Raven and Zatanna. The backlash from
the broken illusion put Destiny into a comatose state, mumbling the name "Bruce Kent" - the only combined
being he was unable to create. Of note, however, he appears again capable of massive reality warping without
direct control of the Materioptikon in the waking world, or at least enough magical power to fuel the creation
of a new world using only dreams as his base. Basically, Doctor Destiny can use twisted versions of dreams to
commit crimes. He can, for example, make people become murderers by exploiting their secret dreams, since
in dreams, we are all uninhibited. Doctor Destiny also has an extensive medical knowledge. Other versions[
edit ] Batman: Destiny is referred to by the Joker , and makes a short appearance later in the novel. In the
annotated script for Arkham Asylum, Morrison explains that he was not a fan of the popular depiction of the
Doctor as a tall, musclebound man with a skull for a head. His identity is Nicholas Conroy who planned to
keep her niece Sarah in a coma to control the money her parents left her after they died. When Sarah was
about to wake up, a dreamy version of himself called The Traveler would prevent that. He tried to get rid of
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Lana Lang , who suspected him, but was stopped by Clark. He is eventually jailed after that. Destiny was
briefly considered to be featured in The New Batman Adventures. William Atherton , who later went to voice
the character in Justice League , was considered for the role. Between sessions, he dreamt of single-handedly
defeating the Justice League and being a member of the Injustice Gang when Lex Luthor and Joker arrive to
recruit him. His wife Penny left him soon after for another man, exacerbating the situation. John found an
opportunity to abuse the Materioptikon during a prison riot, exposing himself to an intensified burst from the
machine. The experience gave him even greater telepathy. With this, he set off to wreak havoc on people
through their dreams. In her dream, he manipulated his appearance to match his standard comic book costume
and, deciding that his name was too ordinary, took the new name "Doctor Destiny". As a result of his
telepathic torture, Penny died from traumatic shock. Destiny later trapped Superman , Hawkgirl , Green
Lantern , and the Flash in their dreams, playing out their worst fears: Attempting to stab Batman with a
syringe filled with a powerful sedative , Dee inadvertently stabbed and injected himself. Doctor Destiny
appears in the Justice League Unlimited episode "I Am Legion", having apparently recovered from his
condition as well as gaining the ability to resume his nightmare form even in reality. Dee appears as the
central antagonist of the fan film, Sandman: Miscellaneous[ edit ] Doctor Destiny has appeared in the Justice
League Unlimited spin-off comic book.
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People gain intelligence and life span just by being around Traveler. Colonize the terraformed planets. These
are humanoid war machines, but if there was no war, why were they built? Were they built at the first attacks
by the Darkness? The Darkness attacks via its minions. Humans that fled the collapse are altered, having been
changed by a unplanned barrage of light and dark forces. Eventually, rumor of a safe haven under the location
of the Traveler causes humans, some Awoken, and Exos to migrate there. The City, under Traveler, founded
and built. Faction Wars, current government established. Groups vied for leadership. War developed and
guardians stopped it. Government that came out of it is a combination of the Consensus, the Speaker, and the
Vanguard, with the three existing Factions both watching and interacting. Battle of Twilight Gap. The Fallen
attacked the outskirts of the city. A great many guardians were killed, so in order to prepare for further attacks,
the Crucible was founded. You probably died during the collapse. You are identified as someone who can
wield light as a weapon â€” a new way the Traveler is helping humanity against the next onslaught by the
Darkness and its minions. In the past, The Traveler had invisibly raised civilizations in various places.
Exhausted and terrified, he had no other choice; he believed it to be fate. One card seems to be speaking of
The Traveler, where it writes: But one force or another has gone awry and now it rests here, snuffed and
broken, waiting for the two rival forms of ruin to be set in balance again. You were in a car amongst many
others that, you can guess, were attempting to leave the area because of the attack on Earth. Talk about a
nightmare. If you know little of The Traveler, you know even less of his enemy, the Darkness, who is now
your enemy. You come to find out that during the Collapse humans were driven from the terraformed planets
that they colonized, and that there are actually very few humans left. They are pretty much settled in one city
that is underneath the sleeping Traveler. You are either a human, a changed human species called Awoken, or
a mechanical human called Exo. This has bearing on the story since all kinds of spiritual terminology and
elements are actually used in the in-game story, but more so in the online texts. How the Awoken came into
being is also a mystery. However, they descended from humans who were fleeing the Collapse and who now
live at the Reef, which is to say the asteroid belt this side of Jupiter. It has been conjectured that the Traveler
let out a huge blast of light in a last-ditch effort to drive back the Darkness, and in doing so those escaping
humans got a huge dose of it. Since other earth-bound humans did too, without changing, these escaping
people were changed because of their proximity to the dark, or Darkness. They are haughty and aloof, not
even welcoming Awoken who had gone back to Earth. The game unfolds as you do one mission after another
on Earth, then on the Moon, then Venus, and finally Mars. Your missions involve finding out more about
these enemies, destroying some, gathering other types of data, etc. Along the way you learn a little, very little,
about each enemy. First is the Fallen, which you encounter on Earth though you also find them scavenging
and fighting on the Moon and on Venus. They depend on large hovering purple spheres, called servitors, for
life. The Fallen need ether and the servitors produce it. Naturally, eliminating servitors is a priority. They have
priests and therefore some form of religion. Next, you find the undead Hive. There is variety to the hive, with
the acolytes looking like Bozo the Clown gone down nightmare lane. Indeed, upon exploring the crannies of
the Earth, you find Hive. They are bent on conquering Earth since only then, they believe, will their god Oryx
one of a pantheon return. Two Vex, a Goblin and a Hydra. The Vex are encountered on Venus, though some
are found on Mars. A very ancient race, the Vex seem far superior to humans. Well, at least technologically.
They are mostly machine and communicate like a wireless computer. The Vex have a small amount of
biological matter that animates them. They can travel effortlessly to-and-from star systems, and even through
time. One wonders why they are bothering with The Traveler and his small number of fighters at all. At some
point the Vex came under the influence of the Darkness, which they now worship. It seems likely that the Vex
came into human territory only at the behest of the thing they now worship. In an in-game cut scene, the Exo
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Stranger says that they are so evil that they despise other evil. In-game, this does not become apparent. They
are mysterious, yes, but the Hive seem more evil; we know for sure that the Hive want to eliminate us, but no
such word comes from the Vex. The Cabal seem like an add-on adversary only. They had laid hold of some
important Vex technology on Mars, yes, but they have lost contact with their very distant superiors and are
just hanging around. They simply fight the Vex and Guardians. In game, they give the impression of being
powerful opportunists, but through the Grimoire Cards we learn that they are stuck, desperate, and had run
from something more powerful than them. The climax of the story is important big surprise , but there is
conflicting information about it. The last mission is to fight off the dark heart in the Black Garden. Important
to consider are the characteristics of the Black Garden before and after the battle. There is more information
about the Black Garden, ambiguous though it is, provided with the Grimoire Cards; the next section discusses
it more fully, too. The first expansion of the game, The Dark Below, added content relating to the Hive. As
mentioned earlier, the Hive have been preparing the way for Oryx to come back and occupy Earth. You and a
crew of guardians are to destroy Crota and stop the genocidal plans of the Hive. The Story of Ideas: Humanity
teeters on the brink of extinction, as hostile forces and ancient mysteries threaten to snuff out our first fiery
foray into the universe. One of these influences is the book Armor by John Steakley. What can be gleaned
about the story, its meaning and message s if any , from the terminology used in the game and in the Grimoire
Cards? One idea encountered again and again is that of symmetry and balance, which is an Eastern belief; in
Christianity, God and his faithful are more than His opponents. Through doubt, corruption may come to
humanoid or ghost, even a wholesale switching of sides may result. Occult Besides the pervasive manipulation
of forces in Destiny, there are many instances of occult terminology. Witch and wizard generally connote
female and male sorcerers, respectively, while warlock is male and has a more negative meaning. It is hard to
imagine that the Destiny writers meant that the Hive are morally better than the guardians, though. Most
significant is the use of occult terms with the matriarchal and neutral Awoken. The Queen has witches as
advisors and attendants, and mechanical black crows are used for various purposes. Another use is in the odd
choice of name for the Grimoire Cards themselves. The cards do not contain spells, only game and story
information. These references to the occult may not mean much at all, being standard fare in video games. I
think they do have meaning, however. Over and over again in our culture today one comes across references
to magic being neutral, and so, like science, it can be put to either good or bad use, depending on the choices
of the person using it ie, the Harry Potter series, Dragon Age: The power, wherever it comes from, is
considered neutral, like gravity or electricity. But this kind of power is spiritual and none of it is neutral. In the
Judeo-Christian view, everything originally came from God, including what may be considered spiritual
power. When you have spiritual power given to you, then, it is either coming from God and His obedient, or
from those who oppose Him. A side should always be taken, little light [referring to the Ghost]. This is not
unlike what Christ told the church in Laodicea Revelation 3: I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor
hot. I wish you were either one or the other! So, because you are lukewarmâ€”neither hot nor coldâ€”I am
about to spit you out of my mouth. While the Queen is not in-game now, her representative did appear for a
time at the Tower as a quest giver and vendor, seemingly indicating that the Awoken were no longer truly
neutral. Atheist, Evolutionary There is a disturbing and fatalistic rant in Ghost Fragment: Darkness 3, from the
notebook of the late guardian Toland. Toland had gotten too involved with studying the Hive and went mad.
From his notes he tells us that what we hold as valuable in life, things that make life worth living like justice
and beauty , are nothing and will not survive.
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Before they were called Fallen, they called themselves Eliksni, in their own tongue. Look at it from their point
of view. They used to have a powerful, noble civilization, every need granted by the Traveler, which they
worshiped as the "Great Machine". The Battle of Twilight Gap happened because they wanted to reclaim the
Traveler and avoid extinction, but they were denied by the Guardians, who they believe are hoarding the
Traveler for themselves. Every subsequent attempt to claw out a place in the solar system has led to even
worse disasters: Kells and Archons killed, Primes destroyed, Ether running out, the remnants of their
civilization spiraling further into ruin Skolas indicates that the entire reason why the Fallen fight humanity and
hate them so much is because humans denied them access to the Traveler, which they believed could save
them. However, by the time of the games themselves, the animosity between humanity and the Fallen is so
intense that the idea of cooperation and peace between the two species is so alien that a human and a Fallen
Captain meeting and not fighting is treated as unheard-of. Right below the Kells and Archons are Barons,
Fallen Captains who have risen to command of a ship, whether it be a lowly Skiff to a mighty Ketch. The
Fallen make use of large numbers of combat drones, including the light and cheap Shanks, the hulking Walker
tank, and the enormous Servitors. Compared with the other species, and actually lamented on by Skolas and
Variks. They just have dreg strength, anger, and desperation Fallen leaders are this. The Grimoire cards for
Captains say that if another Fallen even hesitates in carrying out their orders, they have every right to kill them
on the spot. The Fallen have a structured language , currently comprised of 87 distinct and recognizable
words, mainly derived from Taniks and Skolas yelling at the top of their lungs. Blade on a Stick: Apart from
their Shock Blades, the Fallen are sometimes seen wielding some impressive-looking spears. Blue and Orange
Morality: While the Fallen have clear and identifiable goals and hierarchies, their entire outlook in life is
focused on looting and pillaging, to the point that their documentation on looting has flowery language and
religious overtones. Their measure of a worthy and respectable enemy is whether or not they can be stolen
from, and that which is impossible to steal from is apparently worthy of devotion and reverence. Their
hierarchical society is more deeply ingrained than it would be in humans. Kells, Archons, Servitors, and
Captains are obeyed by their lessers without question, while those below them rise up with fanatical
aggression to become more powerful and gain a greater ration of Ether. Ambition is not looked down upon,
but obedience is expected. Members of particular Houses are not selected due to political affiliations, but
because those houses are exemplars of ideas and concepts; Eliksni who are part of the House of Wolves have a
natural inclination toward and expectation to hunt and kill, while Eliksni of the House of Kings are expected
to and naturally tend to lead other Houses. Devils are on Earth red and bone-white , Exiles are on the Moon
green and black , Winter is on Venus blue and silver. The House of Wolves is dark blue and white. The Heavy
Pike introduced in The House of Wolves sacrifices speed in exchange for better armor , gets the ability to fire
shots that deal Splash Damage , and can also fire bouncing Shock Grenades. An inevitable result due to the
centuries-long war between humanity and the Fallen. The continuous cycle of war and retaliation back and
forth over the centuries since the Collapse means that virtually every human or Fallen alive in the modern day
has only known war and hatred for one another, and peace is something that neither side contemplates very
much. Drevis is one, and you fight her for a bounty in House of Wolves. Pirsis is one as well. Destiny 2 shows
that things have only gotten more dire for the Fallen. The Fallen have united all remaining houses into the
House of Dusk in a desperate attempt to reverse their declining fortunes, and are experiencing ether, material,
and population shortages as their reserves run out. Their decline is showing in the front lines as well: Fallen
forces are now even more hodgepodge and thrown-together than usual, and the less fortunate are even forced
to resort to melee weapons due to resource shortfalls. And that was before the Red Legion showed up. They
worship the strange, robotic Servitors as gods, with the influential Archon caste serving as their priesthood.
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Many of them carry a pair of knives or swords for slicing you up in close combat. Oddly enough for a
Multi-Armed and Dangerous alien race, nobody ever tries quad-wielding possibly to avoid losing them and
being demoted back to Dreg status. Captains, who lead other Fallen units. Their height, four arms,
aggressiveness, and habitation of the ruined cities of others makes them one for the Green Barsoomians from
Edgar Rice Burroughs John Carter of Mars series. They have four apiece. With as far as the Fallen have, well,
fallen, there are standards that even they follow. For example, the Fallen utterly and completely refuse to hurt
one another for personal gain. If a Fallen harms another Fallen, it is as punishment for a crime or failure, not
for any benefit to themselves. Variks and his act of betrayal of Skolas is viewed with a strong degree of
derision among many Fallen as a result. The Fallen are a reflection of what could have happened to mankind if
the Traveler had not stood and fought for them. As Variks notes in the Elder Cypher bounty, the majority of
Eliksni are stunted due to a lack of Ether, with the gigantic Archons and Kells being their species natural size
due to a healthy supply of Ether. This is further reinforced by one of the Vault of Glass Ghost Fragments,
which shows a possible future where humanity is overwhelmed by the Darkness, and are forced to flee in
ramshackle ships much like the Fallen did from their homeworld. A dramatic and tragic example - they have
their name for a reason. The Fallen pretty much have to be these to keep their equipment running. Each Fallen
house exists as an autonomous society, led by a Kell, and each with its own set of traditions and priorities. For
example, House of Kings are so named because they are kings, with the ambition and power and cunning to
rule over other Eliksni without question. The known Houses are: The House of Devils is mostly found around
the Cosmodrome on Earth. They are one of the most ruthless and desperate houses, focused on looting what
salvage they can by force, but are more numerous and dangerous than this description makes them sound along with Winter and Kings, they almost destroyed the City in the notorious Battle of the Twilight Gap. They
consist of Fallen driven off from other houses who band together to form their own society. The House of
Winter is mostly found on Venus. They are some of the proudest Fallen, carefully maintaining the strict
traditions of their old empire, even though that empire has long since fell to ruin. The House of Wolves is
mostly found in the Reef. They have become vassals to the Awoken after the Queen killed their Kell and
captured or killed his would be successors. They eventually ended up rebelling against the Reef. The House of
Kings are effectively the "ruling House", sitting at the top of the hierarchy of an already extremely hierarchical
society, and do not appear to be bound to any one location. They expect other Fallen to live up to their strict
standards and are brutal to those found wanting. After the collapse of Fallen civilization, members of the
House of Judgement were forced to rely on the other Houses for survival. The House of Rain became extinct
during the Whirlwind; the cataclysmic event that brought the Fallen civilization to its end. They made the
prophecies of the "Kell of Kells" who will rise and restore the Fallen to their former glory. It is unknown what
their purpose was in Fallen society. The House of Dusk is an alliance of the various Houses in Sol to survive
after the steady stream of disastrous misfortunes they experiences over the events of the first Destiny game,
with their core theme being desperation and determination to stay alive against all odds. Grenades are standard
equipment for Dregs. You can see where this is going. The sheer number of Houses makes coming together
for the species extremely difficult. By Destiny 2, however, the Houses have vanished, with the House of
Devils outright burning their banners and fleeing. By the time the Red Legion arrive, only a single House
remains: Hoist by Their Own Petard: Quite a few examples of weapons that can also be used by Guardians.
Pikes are hover-bikes that are equipped with forward-facing machine guns. Now that power is under your
command. Though downplayed by their humanoid appearance, the Eliksni have insect-like aesthetics, most
notably in their armor and the curving shape of their equipment, much like the shells of beetles or wasps. The
language, at least when speaking to humans, resembles the rubbing of exoskeletal parts together to produce
vibrations in a way understandable to humans though by contrast, their vocalizations in their languages tend to
be sharp rasps and hisses or bestial roars. Their mouth-parts and eyes also resemble those of insects, and even
their "hair" more closely resembles the olfactory sensory appendages on ants and other arthropods. The
insect-like nature is more pronounced in Destiny 2, where various Fallen move on all six legs like roaches or
ants while sprinting, as well as climbing walls with their bare hands. A small horde of Slave Mooks charging
towards you trying to redeem their honour by stabbing your eyeballs out is not an uncommon thing to
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encounter when fighting Fallen. Large and in Charge: While Dregs and Vandals are roughly human sized,
Fallen leaders are much larger than both. Fallen Captains are usually a head taller than Vandals and Dregs.
Archons and Kells can be twice the size of Vandals and Dregs. This is justified in-universe as the result of
distribution of Ether: Captains and Barons get higher shares of Ether compared to Dregs and Vandals, while
Kells and Archons get the biggest shares, allowing them to grow to titanic sizes. The Fallen once worshipped
the Traveler, referring to it as the "Great Machine. At some point before the events of the game, the Fallen
were once a race comprised of multiple noble houses before descending into their current state as nomads and
pirates. In theory each House should have one, with the Kell serving as the captain and the Archon serving as
chief engineer and navigator, but in practice houses have multiple Ketches run by Barons. Most have an extra
pair of arms. Discussed in Destiny 2, where various characters, particularly Ghost and Devrim Kay, comment
that the Fallen are in many ways the same as humans: The Fallen generally avoid direct confrontation with
superior forces, such as the Cabal. After the events of Rise of Iron, the Vanguard becomes deeply concerned
when they make their usual patrols into Fallen territory around the Cosmodrome. The Fallen are abandoning
the Cosmodrome. This is noted as strange by both the Ghost and Zavala. Our Giants Are Bigger:
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Exotos A lot has happened in the history of Mewni. The formation of the Council of Queens, the elimination
of the Monster threat, and now, the current council rules in peace. But what will they do when a certain group
of maginucs, otherwise known as humans, enter their lives? When will this story return? Well, when the show
itself returns, I guess. I just hope I did foreshadow them to an extent in previous chapters, otherwise I might be
in trouble. I only have posted 27 chapters and the plot just started moving along. And now, to the chapter!
Back where we left off, Angie cheerfully hugged her mother, Solaria, who had just materialized out of the
shards of the heart fragment. Why were you put there? Meanwhile, with Eclipsa and Hekapoo The Queen of
Spades crashed on a wall and slid down as Hekapoo merged a pair of swords into scissors. Upon seeing her,
Hekapoo took off the scissors and incinerated them into nothing. What do you gain from it?! And despite not
explicitly saying that, Meteora still managed to get a hint of what she wanted to do Then, at the Dungeons
River, Star, Pony Head, and Mina continued fighting against the reformatory guards while the ex-Mewman
kept an eye on the window. And then, in desperation, one of the guards ripped out his heart and threw it at
River, who immediately kicked up to the window, causing it to explode and destroy it in the process. With this
in mind, they got an idea. Star and Pony Head surrounded the guards in a magic field, while Mina got on top
of the dead guard and River lifted both of them, then threw them at the top of the field. With that done, Star
and Pony Head threw the guards down and undid the field as their hearts exploded, causing the guard and
Mina to skyrocket through the window, successfully escaping the dungeons. Pony Head soon followed Mina,
and moments before the king and Star could rejoice, River was struck by an ice beam, trapping him inside a
crystal shell. And Star slowly turned as she realized who shot the beam: It was Moon, looking at Star and
River with a red, glowing glare. Back with Angie and Solaria The women walked down the hallway of queens
as quietly as they could, whispering to eachother for good measure. And of course, the one who shot the blast
was none other than Eclipsa, who smirked smugly while aiming her finger gun at the pair. I always hated that
about you," Eclipsa summoned a pair of purple magic spheres. You head back to the entrance with your
partner, while I focus on keeping Moon busy with Star. The Queen of the Void shot several purple blasts at
Solaria, who dodged them effortlessly before sending out white blasts as Eclipsa, who managed to dodge most
of them. However, the last one hit her hard enough to send her into a wall, where Eclipsa regained her balance
and lunged at Solaria, and engaged in a physical struggle with her. However, Eclipsa took the chance to get up
before shooting the blast, with Solaria shooting a white blast as well, with both blasts clashing and exploding
upon contact, sending both Queens flying into walls. Now she sported six arms, a pair of golden wings with a
sun-like pattern in them, and, for some reason, a scarf that extended to her knees. The sun vanquished the
blasts and forced Eclipsa to jump away as it hit the ground, with the resulting explosion sending her flying into
a wall. Solaria generated another sun as she smugly scoffed: The women reached the entrance, and Meteora
dropped Angie there before she ran off to see how Moon was doing. Back with Solaria and Eclipsa The Queen
of Spades hid behind some pillars while her sister, still in her Butterfly form, looked for her. Come out, come
out, wherever you are. With her away, Eclipsa came out of hiding. And before she gave the queen a chance to
recover, Angie grabbed her shadow and sent her flying off into a wall, crashing hard enough to send it
crumbling to pieces. And as soon as Eclipsa got back up, Angie put her hands close together and chanted: And
as she continued chanting her spell, Eclipsa mentally chanted a spell too, causing her tainted veins to start
glowing. Eclipsa, on her part, raised her arms as they glew brighter and were surrounded by electricity. The
woman threw the sphere at Eclipsa, with the beam only managing to slow it down and make it grow, to the
point Eclipsa barely registered what was going on before she was struck by the sphere, causing it to explode.
And the resulting explosion was so big, that part of the castle exploded as well, with the structure falling down
as it caught the eye of the nearby Mewmen. And not just them, either: Solaria and Toffee looked at the smoke
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cloud in shock, the lizard man uttering "Angie" with worry as Solaria outright flew towards the cloud. Finally,
far off in the distance, Lekmet watched the sight of the castle from on top of a cliff, a portal open behind him.
He smiled at the view and nodded before walking through the portal, closing it afterwards. As for Angie, the
woman came out of the rubble, her dark markings back on her body as she coughed. So she turned back to her
and asked: Did you mess with the dark arts too? It just got a whole lot longer. Moon and Meteora stood in
front of Star, who had been tied to her own bed. All I remember is coming with Mrs. It took Star a couple
seconds to register the revelation. Mina escaped, and by extension, the Ace of Clubs. And the Aces of both the
Diamond and Spades are still out there. None of that matters right now. Your review has been posted.
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This is a very complex issue, and we will start with what the Bible does not teach. Fate is usually thought of as
a predetermined course of events beyond human control. Fatalism is a major premise of Islam, which demands
total submission to the sovereignty of Allah. Their decisions could not be canceled or annulled, even by other
gods. Again, fatalism is not a biblical concept. Fate and Destiny - Our Free Will The Bible teaches that Man
was created with the ability to make moral choices and that he is responsible for those choices. On the
contrary, Adam and his wife had the ability to choose obedience with its attendant blessing or disobedience
with its consequent curse. They knew what the result of their decision would be, and they were held
accountable Genesis 3. This theme of being held accountable for our choices continues throughout Scripture.
We sin because we choose to. This is a very insightful verse. Scripture also teaches that we choose to have
faith. The oft-repeated command in Scripture to believe implies that we do have a choice in the matter. Only
God is sovereign. An all-wise, all-powerful God must have a plan, so it should be no surprise that the Bible
speaks of a divine plan. The providence of God is working to bring about His original plan for creation. God
speaks in Isaiah Fighting against the plan of God is pointless. This is why the Tower of Babel was never
completed Genesis God uses even sinful men for His purposes. God worked in the hearts of the Egyptians
Exodus As it is written: David also recognized that the Lord had a plan for him. Jesus obviously had a plan
for Saul, and Saul had been painfully resisting it. Later, Jesus tells Saul that a man named Ananias would
come to visit â€”and then Jesus tells Ananias verses ! Obviously, Jesus had a pre-arranged plan for Ananias as
well. He could have been like Jonah and run the other way. Fortunately, Ananias obeyed verse In summary,
the Bible teaches that God is in charge. At the same time, He has given us the freedom to obey or disobey
Him, and there are some things that God does only in answer to prayer James 4: God blesses the obedient, and
He is patient with those who disobey, even to the point of seeming laxity. He has a plan for our lives, which
includes our joy and His glory both in this world and in the world to come.
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Shengold, , This was not anticipated when Resolution was adopted, and it came not instead of but in addition
to the consequences that were expected, placing Israel beyond the pale and giving anti-Semitism international
sanction. During there were four anti-Israeli resolutions per year at the United Nations. During this number
grew to sixteen per annum, and in it reached a peak of forty-four. In a sense it was even worse. As explained
by Jeane Kirkpatrick, the U. Every military response to Arab terror has been a racist response. And of course
every domestic law â€¦is a racist one. The Israeli Foreign Ministry often used two arguments to justify this
inertia: An Urgent Need to Act By now, however, it was clear that reiteration by other international bodies had
been an inevitable consequence from the start, and that the resolution constituted the global legal and political
foundation for turning the Jewish state into an illegitimate one. Thus it came to be acknowledged, even by
official Israel, that the resolution needed to be fought in itself directly, and not as merely another expression of
anti-Semitism. The question, at this point, was how? A central body was needed to direct this struggle. It was
crucial to seek to overcome the so-called automatic UN majority, namely, by at least preventing reiterations
and, more essentially, by undermining the validity and legitimacy of the resolution. A first success was scored
in neutralizing a Kuwaiti initiative seeking to obtain a reiteration of the resolution by the Inter-Parliamentary
Union IPU at its annual session in September in Geneva. This was achieved by mobilizing both Israeli parties
and Jewish communities worldwide to use their links with the political parties of delegates to the IPU to defeat
the Kuwaiti initiative. Senate in July Ambassador Alan Keyes, chief adviser to the U. All this demonstrated
that fighting Resolution directly could prevent its reiteration and that its abrogation was not a mission
impossible but, rather, an attainable goal, albeit still very difficult. Although the Israeli Foreign Ministry
began to count the prospective votes in the General Assembly, there was still a very long way to go. The
results, however, were extremely disappointing. Only a few other parliamentary resolutions were passed.
These were in Peru , the European Parliament , and Uruguay Their wording was far less committing then the
Australian and American ones. Most of the democratic countries remained uninvolved. This active
involvement resulted from unabated pressure on the administration by Congress and American Jewish
organizations. I call on the Soviet Union and other nations to join us in cosponsoring a second resolution in the
General Assembly. That resolution will affirm that Zionism is what Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko rightly
called it back in This resolution would state that Zionism is not and never has been a form of racism, and
would have the Zionism-is-Racism declared null and void. What was more surprising was the lukewarm
response from many Western democracies, which held that the repeal was impossible without a breakthrough
in the Middle East peace process. John Bolton, representing the State Department, gave an optimistic
assessment of the prospects for an overturn. Moynihan went on to say: I want to see the US cut assistance to
countries which supported the resolution. How many of them received and are still receiving US aid?
Moynihan then asked him: In our view this peace must be achieved on the basis of UN Security Council
Resolutions and , and the principle of territories for peace. In mid-September, it was decided to postpone the
repeal initiative. Yohanan Bein, then deputy director-general of the Israeli Foreign Ministry, was in charge of
the issue of repealing the resolution. He claimed the postponement was an Israeli decision based on evaluation
of how much support could be obtained. A first indication came from J. Wall, private secretary of UK prime
minister John Major, then another from Gareth Evans, Australian minister of trade and foreign affairs; they
were concerned that there was not yet a majority in favor of a repeal. But the biggest blow came from the
United States, which feared that a motion to defer concocted by Egypt, arguing that the repeal should be
delayed until a peace conference opened or the peace process was firmly on track, would easily pass in the
General Assembly in September. Among many other one-sided UN positions, he mentioned Resolution
Shamir never, though, cited the repeal of as a condition for accepting UN involvement in such a peace
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conference. At the opening of the UN General Assembly in September , Bush took an unprecedented step and
raised the issue of the repeal plainly and directly, without linking it to any other issue. Pointing to the renewed
role of the United Nations, which had put in place more peacekeeping missions in the previous thirty-six
months than during its first forty-three years, he asserted: UNGA resolution , the so-called Zionism is racism
resolution, mocks this pledge and the principles upon which the United Nations was founded. And I call now
for its repeal. Zionism is not a policy, it is the idea that led to the creation of a home for the Jewish people, to
the State of Israel. And to equate Zionism with the intolerable sin of racism is to twist history and forget the
terrible plight of the Jews in World War II, and indeed throughout history. To equate Zionism with racism, is
to reject Israel itself, a member of good standing of the United Nations. By repealing this resolution
unconditionally, the United Nations will enhance its credibility and serve the cause of peace. It was donated to
the libraries of more than 1, universities, mostly in the United States. Soon after the repeal of , for the first
time in the history of the United Nations, anti-Semitism was condemned in March by an official UN body. But
again, in August that year, Arab states vehemently opposed the introduction of a draft resolution on
anti-Semitism to be adopted by the General Assembly. In addition to this persistent reluctance to openly
condemn anti-Semitism, UN bodies have adopted a series of anti-Israeli positions. At Durban I, much of the
hatred against Jews and Israel was manifested in the six-day NGO forum that was attended by six thousand
representatives of about two thousand NGOs; the attacks on Jews were no less virulent than those on
globalization. As for the UN Human Right Council, the twenty-seven resolutions it has adopted since have
addressed four issues: In other words, they focused predominantly on the Arab-Israeli conflict and were
always sponsored by the Arab-Muslim groups, which represent over 30 percent of UN members. This is,
however, becoming more and more difficult for them and is actually largely confined to the sphere of the
Human Rights Council. Although the latter are presently using the Palestinian issue to achieve their aim, they
are not dependent on it and even a settlement of the conflict would not put an end to their endeavor. One of the
lessons of Resolution should indeed be kept in mind: In this spirit, Israel and the Jewish people should use all
the existing means at their disposal, such as the repeal of , the instructions to the special rapporteur on racism,
and the establishment of the UN Holocaust Remembrance Day and Holocaust Education Program. Amazingly,
the revocation of is seemingly not mentioned in Israeli textbooks whereas it is mentioned in Palestinian
textbooks! After that it seems that Israel did not provide him with adequate and reliable data on anti-Semitism.
By contrast, a British MP, Louise Ellman, provided a good example of how existing instruments can be used.
These should include, among other things, the formal condemnation of anti-Semitism and the adoption of UN
educational instruments to recognize and combat it. All this is achievable despite the so-called automatic
majority, which for too long has been a cheap pretext for inaction. As proved clearly by the voting results for
the two attempts to postpone a debate and vote on Resolution , even in those days the automatic majority was
not so automatic, and it is even less so nowadays. Pertinent here is the observation by James Jonah, then
assistant UN secretary-general, that the majority of the UN member states were moderate but tended to adopt
extreme positions for lack of alternative leadership, whereas, with proper leadership, moderation could have
taken the upper hand. In this article Sprinzak pointed to three major types of damage inflicted by Resolution
The first was political: The second was cultural-symbolic: Third, there was psychopersonal damage:
Moynihan added that he was awaiting the responses for a list of aid recipients and wondered whether these
countries understood that their aid was in jeopardy: The reference in the introduction was adopted by
thirty-four votes with seventeen abstentions, while the operative paragraph was adopted by fifty-one votes
with two abstentions.
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As always please leave kudos or comments with your opinion. Also what is underline are dreams. See the end
of the chapter for more notes. Chapter Text Wesker was resting, sitting on a park bench watching the people,
after spending the whole day making investments and buy company shares. Wesker determined if all goes as
planned, he will have around three and a half million pounds and five million dollars within six months.
Sighing, Wesker, opened his new backpack and pulled out his papers, reading them and decorating fabricated
details of his new identity. The child, who early showed a higher than normal intelligence realized that would
never have a normal family dynamics leading him to concentrate on his studies. Albert Lydell became a
mathematician, physicist, engineer, virologist, chemist and economist. A true genius, however due to his
childhood or lack thereof , Albert Lydell was reserved almost antisocial and indifferent. The final document
consists of an envelope with the passport and a plane ticket to Canada. Looking at his watch, Wesker, saw that
he had to wait eight hours for the departure of the aircraft, minus having to be there in seven hours. The reason
to go to Canada was to assess the situation of Natalia. Wesker only learned in the future the actions of Alex
and the disastrous impact it had. Thinking of Alex, Wesker admits to being impressed with the T-Phobos virus
and its possible interactions with other viruses. Perhaps, Wesker could build a facility and make experiences.
He was very interested to find out the reaction of the T-Phobos to Uroboros. Does Uroboros incorporate the
T-Phobos, or otherwise? And the result would be a positive or negative incorporation? Or even not be an
incorporation perhaps the two viruses would be inconsistent and would have an unstable reaction? And how
do these scenarios would happen inside the human body? Perhaps the human being had a chance to survive the
change of the two viruses if I introduce the Las Plagas dominant? Wesker was so involved in possible
experiences that he almost forgot his purpose. I can not, can not, can not, can not, can not, can not Think of the
future, the monsters, humanity and destruction. I have to be strong When he opened his eyes, Wesker saw that
his hands were shaking. Packing, quickly, the documents in the bag, got up and went to the hotel to pack his
bags. Arriving at the airport terminal, Wesker saw that he had to wait an hour to board, so decided to stroll
through the airport. While walking and observing people and various shops, Wesker found a familiar face: Jill
sat on a bench, writting something in the mobile phone Wesker noticed that her hair was brown. For fear of
being seen, he quickly turned and came back deciding to sit on a bench across from the airport. When trying to
view an available seat, Wesker felt something touch his hand, coming from behind. Releasing her hand, he
asked: Seeing her daughter, the mother ran to her daughter, and the daughter ran to her mother. After another
five minutes when the parents deeply thanked Wesker, he was finally seated. An hour and a half later, Wesker
was on the plane in place by the window , sleeping. Wesker was in an abandoned Tricell laboratory working to
analyze a sample of a new BOW, when suddently felt the ground vibrating and heard a shriek. They have
arrived here? I have to escape, immediately. Grabing his bag from the floor and proceeded to the door at his
left. Suddently, the wall to his right exploded, and in its place stood a BOW. The BOW was monstrous, with
the height and lenght of a big truck, four legs each with sharp claws, a tail similar to a scorpion tail, only that it
could divided itself into more tiny tails, his head was like that of a lion, only instead of a mane were tentacles
of all sizes which had spikes of various sizes in its entire lenght. All his skin was enhanced, making it
invulnerable to bullets. Fortunately he never came into contact with the poison because Wesker did not know
the possible reaction which would have. Running for the door, avoiding the tentacles of the BOW, he was
almost at the door when he felt the worst pain of his life below the knee on his right leg. He fell to the ground,
crying, and looking over his shoulder, saw one of the tentacles clutching his leg. Trying to escape the BOW,
Wesker felt his strength to disappear, could hardly breathe and his blood was like lava and acid at the same
time, destroying him from the inside out I can not die, I can not die, think She must have seen his confusion as
she repeated: Wesker may seem a bit occ, but really?! He had creatures on his tail that wanted to kill him. He
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was alone for centuries, that leaves a strong mark.
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For instance, rather than players being able to communicate with all other players in the game or on a
particular server â€” as is the case in many conventional MMO games â€” Destiny includes on-the-fly
matchmaking that allows players to communicate only with other players with whom they are "matched" by
the game. A social space on Mercury was added with the House of Wolves expansion, but requires players to
go undefeated in the Trials of Osiris Crucible mode in order to access it. Quests , including the "main
scenario" quest line, are specific tasks given to the player by non-player characters which reward items and
EXP. Completing main scenario quests progresses the overarching plot of the game. Destiny features three
character classes. Each class has their own specific upgrades, perks, special abilities, and two sub-classes that
allow the player to finely tune their individual characters to provide a different play style. After choosing a
class, players select one of three species for their character: Human, Awoken bluish-gray-skinned descendants
of Humans , or Exo humanoid machines. They can then customize their character, such as changing its gender
or skin color. Players can create two more characters to have a character of each class. The Taken King added
a third sub-class for each class, but requires the purchase of the DLC to access the new sub-classes. Its
Solar-based " Gunslinger " sub-class tree includes stat boosts that award accurate play, a throwing knife
attack, the ability to upgrade to a triple jump, and the "Golden Gun" super, a very powerful, flaming magnum
with a base magazine of three shots. The Arc-based "Bladedancer" sub-class has a heavier focus on close
combat, offering an extended-range "Blink Strike", and an "Arc Blade" super which allows the player to
quickly dart between and kill enemies with a temporary invisibility option. Its super in the "Voidwalker"
sub-class, "Nova Bomb", is an explosively powerful sphere of Void energy capable of being thrown in
different ways. Its "Sunsinger" sub-class features abilities based around the Solar element, with the "Radiance"
super allowing the player to temporarily improve their statistics, or revive themselves if killed. Its Void-based
"Defender" sub-class offers the ability to generate a shield with its "Ward of Dawn" super. The shield can also
provide temporary stat bonuses to other players that step within it. This equipment can be gained through a
variety of sources, including " strikes ", raids , and in-game events. Prior to The Taken King, all legendary and
exotic armor, and some rare, contained an attribute called Light. Once players reached level 20, they no longer
earned experience to level up; EXP earned after level 20 went towards upgrading weapons and armor, and
creating Motes of Light, an in-game currency. Players could only go beyond level 20 by obtaining armor with
Light, and these levels were referred to as Light levels. A higher character level allows for better equipment to
be equipped. A higher Light level improves damage output and defense. There are several different classes of
weapons that are categorized as either a primary, special secondary , or heavy weapon. Several weapons have
an elemental damage type. There is Arc blue , Solar orange , and Void purple. The original maximum attack
damage for legendary and exotic weapons was Because of the change to the Light level system, The Taken
King numerically changed weapons of damage to , but with no loss in damage output damage of Year 1 equals
damage of Year 2. Each piece of armor increases overall defense. In addition to earning gear from loot drops
by playing missions and other activities, players can purchase gear from faction vendors. Players also earn
reputation with other vendors, such as the Vanguard and Crucible, by doing playlists or bounties for that
vendor, which also have their own set of legendary items. PvE story missions can be played either solo or as
part of a " fireteam " of up to three players. Initially, although there was an order to the story missions, they
could be played in any order as more missions became available. The questing system introduced in House of
Wolves and refined in The Taken King requires story missions to be played in order due to quest step
progression. Every day, a random story mission is featured as the Daily Heroic Story Mission, featuring bonus
rewards. Each playable area offers an open world "Patrol" mode, where players can travel freely around the
area and perform small tasks gathered from beacons, and they can collect materials that are used for upgrading
weapons and armor. Players travel around the areas on foot or with their vehicles called Sparrows very similar
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to the speeder bikes of Star Wars. Public events happen periodically and any player in the same location can
participate. These location-specific events include eliminating a target, defeating incoming waves of enemies,
and defending a Warsat a crashed satellite. Game modifiers can be positive or negative for the player. Raids
are advanced cooperative missions designed to be played by a team of six players â€” the only PvE game type
that allows more than three players in a fireteam. Raids culminate with the elimination of a major boss that
relates to the story. From social spaces the Tower on Earth, the Vestian Outpost added with House of Wolves,
and the Iron Temple added with Rise of Iron , players can redeem "engrams" into items, buy items, and collect
challenges known as bounties to complete during activities to earn experience, build their reputation among
factions, and sometimes earn items. The Crucible, which can have a maximum of twelve players depending on
game type, contains playlists of PvP modes, including "Control", "Clash", "Rumble", and "Skirmish". Control
is six-versus-six where teams try to capture and maintain control of zones. Clash is a classic six-versus-six
team deathmatch. Rumble is a six-player free-for-all deathmatch. Skirmish is a three-versus-three deathmatch
where players can revive allies. As of September , players who do not own The Taken King or Rise of Iron
expansions only have access to three-versus-three and six-versus-six Crucible playlists on previous maps with
assorted modes, and no longer have access to playlists for individual modes. The periodic events Iron Banner
and Trials of Osiris are offered, which disable balancing. These events have their own set of bounties and
allows players the chance to earn exclusive items. Iron Banner became available shortly after the launch of
Destiny and originally only used the Control game mode; with the release of Rise of Iron, it rotates between
Control, Clash, Rift, and Supremacy. It is available during the last week of each month. It is available every
weekend from Friday until the weekly reset on Tuesday. Players who go undefeated in this mode gain access
to an exclusive social space on Mercury called The Lighthouse. Private matches allow players to set up their
own custom matches. Customization options include game mode, map, score and time limits, enabling Light
level, and time of day. Players can choose the number of players for the match, including beginning a match
by themselves. The only known survivors of the Collapse are those living on Earth , who were saved by "the
Traveler", a white, spherical celestial body whose appearance centuries before had enabled humans to reach
the stars. The Traveler now hovers above the last safe city on Earth, simply called The Last City, which is
surrounded by a massive Wall, and its presence allows the Guardians â€” the defenders of the City â€” the
ability to wield an unknown power, only referred to as "Light". The player takes on the role of a Guardian, and
is tasked with reviving the Traveler while investigating and destroying alien threats before humanity is
completely wiped out. Throughout the game, players have to combat aggressive aliens who have occupied the
Solar System. Just like the Light for the Guardians, the Darkness lends powers to these alien threats. There are
five separate races in the game, each occupying different planets. The Fallen are an insectoid race of nomadic
pirates who scavenge ruined settlements on Earth, the Moon, and Venus for resources. The Vex are
semi-organic androids who are attempting to seize control of Venus and Mars by turning them into their
machines, which they have already done to Mercury. The Cabal are a military-industrial empire of gigantic
amphibians who have established massive fortifications on Mars. The Taken, a new race introduced in The
Taken King, are corrupted versions of regular enemies, who infest areas on every planet. They are found on
Earth in a zone outside of the Wall called the Plaguelands. Every race utilizes different tactics and weapons in
combat. The Fallen possess cloaking and short-range teleportation technologies to increase their mobility. The
Hive use superior numbers to overwhelm their opponents in close quarters while more elite units attack from a
distance. The Vex utilize hard-light shields and teleport units of infantry into the battlefield en-masse. The
Cabal rely on heavy armor, ballistic shields, and jump packs to combat players. The Taken, in addition to all
the other races specialties, use high mobility and plenty of long-range attacks to out-maneuver the player. The
Devil Splicers use multiple, unpredictable, lightning-like shots to surprise the player and hit them even while
strafing. All of these races are hostile towards each other with the exception of the Hive and the Taken , as
they can often be observed attacking one another in-game for territorial dominance. In-game, Ghost is about
the size of a softball. In addition to the playable Guardians, Destiny has many non-playable characters NPCs
that aide the Guardians either in story missions, or by selling gear, weapons, or materials. Ghost then guides
the Guardian to a jump ship and they take it to the Tower. There, they meet the Speaker, who briefs them
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about the Darkness. The Guardian is then tasked to probe the nearby Cosmodrome, where humanity used to
launch its forays into outer space, fending off Fallen enemies and eventually the Hive, who were thought to
have been confined to the Moon. The Guardian discovers that an old Russian Warmind called Rasputin, an AI
built to defend Earth, is still alive and acting with unknown intent. The Guardian also tracks down codes to
raise an ancient Array to connect it to long-lost colonies throughout the Solar System, and finds that Rasputin
is controlling the Array. They then set off to the Moon in search of a lost Guardian who was looking for a way
into the Hive fortress. The Guardian quickly sets about disrupting their efforts, including shutting down a
ritual that the Hive were using to drain power from the Traveler, destroying a powerful weapon called the
Sword of Crota, [c] and severing their long-distance communications. Around this time, the Guardian is
contacted by the Exo Stranger, a mysterious woman who summons them to Venus to face a new enemy, the
Vex. When the Guardian arrives on Venus, the Exo Stranger describes the Vex as an evil so dark it despises
other evil. She tells them about the Black Garden, a city where the Vex are born, and implores the Guardian to
find it and rip out its heart, as it is the only way the Traveler will begin to heal. The Exo Stranger then leaves
as she did not have time to explain things further. The Guardian travels back to Venus, where they uncover the
Archive, which reveals secrets about the Vex, including the location of a place called the Vault of Glass, and
pathways across the galaxy. The Cabal have been trying to break the encryption on the Vex Gate with only
limited success, but they do control many of the places that the Guardian needs to visit on Mars thanks to their
Exclusion Zone, which nobody had ever penetrated. They also travel to the Buried City, the birthplace of
many technological wonders where they discover an AI that used to be linked to the Warmind of Mars, but is
now controlled by Rasputin. With the Vex now present on Mars, the Guardian finds out what they are doing;
they are returning to their home, the Black Garden. The Guardian then sets off to the Black Garden. After
going through a teleporter, they find themselves in a place that is not on any map of known space and time.
After several battles, the Guardian reaches the heart of the Black Garden, which the Vex appear to be
worshiping. After defeating the three Sol Progeny, the heart is destroyed, returning the Guardian to Mars and
lifting the shroud of Darkness from the Traveler back on Earth. At the Tower, the Speaker addresses gathered
Guardians in a celebratory speech.
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